With our coupled jet-fluid model, we study the nuclear modifications of full jets and jet structures for single inclusive jets and γ-jets in Pb+Pb collisions at 5.02 ATeV and 2.76 ATeV. The in-medium evolution of full jet shower is described by a set of coupled transport equations including the effects of collisional energy loss, transverse momentum broadening and medium-induced splitting process. The dynamical evolution of bulk medium is simulated by solving relativistic hydrodynamic equation with source term which accounts for the energy and momentum deposited by hard jet shower to soft medium. Our study demonstrates that the hydrodynamic medium response to jet propagation significantly enhances the broadening of jet shape at large angles and is essential for the cone-size dependence of jet energy loss and nuclear modification factor of inclusive jet production. It is also found that the nuclear modification pattern of jet shape is sensitive to jet energy but has weak dependence on the flavor of the parton that initiates the jet.
I. INTRODUCTION
In ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions, large transverse momentum partons that are produced at early stage of the collisions propagate through the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) and experience elastic scatterings and inelastic radiative processes during their interactions with the medium constituents. The phenomena involving jetmedium interactions and parton energy loss are usually called jet quenching, and have provided unique opportunities to probe the novel properties of the QGP [1, 2] . Motivated by early jet quenching measurements at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), many studies have focused on the suppression of single inclusive hadron spectra at high transverse momentum, which tends to be sensitive to the energy loss of the leading parton in the jet [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In addition, jet-related correlation measurements such as dihadron and γ-hadron correlations, have provided additional information on jet-medium interaction, such as jet energy loss and medium-induced transverse momentum broadening effects [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Recently, experimental developments at both RHIC and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) made it possible to measure the spectra and detailed inner structure of fully reconstructed jets [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , which have provided much more detailed information on jet quenching and jet-medium interaction. The measurements of abundant jet observables in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions encourage and stimulate many theoretical efforts to understand the medium effect on full jet productions and jet structures .
Many studies have found that the leading parton energy loss is mainly driven by the inelastic radiative * changnb@mail.ccnu.edu.cn † yasuki.tachibana@mail.ccnu.edu.cn ‡ guangyou.qin@mail.ccnu.edu.cn processes [55] [56] [57] , and elastic collisions is usually considered as complementary contribution (note that elastic collisions become more important for heavy quarks with low transverse momentum due to their finite mass [12, 58, 59] ). However, the nuclear modification of full jet requires a more comprehensive understanding of jet shower evolution in the dynamically evolving QGP medium. Jets consist of many soft radiated partons as well as the leading partons. It is interesting to find that the collisional energy loss and medium absorption of soft radiated partons play a crucial role in the modification of jet spectra and substructures [28, 49] . In addition, some jet energy is deposited into the medium via scatterings and absorption, and then propagates as collective flow excitations in the medium. The jet-induced flows will enhance the hadron emission from the medium around the jet axis direction. Since these enhanced hadrons are correlated with the jets, they are always measured together with the jets and not subtracted as background. It has been found that the jet-induced flows can cause significant modifications of the outer soft part of the jets [16, 51] .
In this paper, we perform a comprehensive study of the full jet modification for single inclusive jets and γ-jets in Pb+Pb collisions at 2.76 ATeV and 5.02 ATeV using a coupled jet-fluid model [28, 49, 51] . In this coupled jet-fluid model, partons in jet shower experience both elastic and inelastic processes during the in-medium evolution according to a set of coupled transport equations. The evolution of the energy and momentum deposited by the jet shower into the medium, together with the bulk medium evolution, is described by applying the (3 + 1)-dimensional relativistic ideal hydrodynamic equation with source term. Based on the numerical simulations with our coupled jet-fluid model, we present the suppression of inclusive jet spectra, the modification of γ-jet momentum imbalance distribution, and the nuclear modification of jet shape for single inclusive jets and γ-jets. We first demonstrate the significant contributions of hydrodynamic response to the cone-size dependence of full jet suppression and jet shape modification. Then we focus on the different jet shape modification patterns for single inclusive jets [25] and γ-jets [60] measured by CMS Collaboration: the clear collimation around the jet axis direction for inclusive jets but nearly monotonic broadening for γ-jets. This difference is sometimes attributed to the flavor composition of γ-jets and single inclusive jets: γ-jets are dominated by quark-initiated jets while the inclusive jets have a significant fraction of gluon-initiated jets [47] . Our study shows that the jet energy dependence of the jet-medium interaction is crucial to understand the observed difference between the jet shape modification patterns for inclusive jets and that for γ-jets.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce our coupled jet-fluid model that we use to calculate the evolutions of parton shower and jet-induced flow in the expanding QGP fluid. In Sec. III, we present and discuss the results on various full jet observables for single inclusive jets and γ-jets in Pb+Pb collisions at 5.02 ATeV and 2.76 ATeV. The summary is given in Sec. IV.
II. FRAMEWORK
In our coupled jet-fluid model, the jet shower evolution in the QGP medium is described by solving a set of coupled differential equations for the three-dimensional momentum distributions of quarks and gluons in the jet shower,
i⊥ , where i denotes the parton species (gluon, or quark plus anti-quark), ω i is the parton's energy and k i⊥ the parton's transverse momentum with respect to the jet axis. The general form of the differential equations can be written as follows [49] :
Here, the first and second terms on the right-hand side (in the first line) account for the effects of collisional energy loss and transverse momentum broadening due to elastic scatterings with the medium constituents. The last two terms represent medium-induced radiative processes, for which we employ the splitting kernels dΓ i→j /dωd 2 k ⊥ dt from the higher-twist jet energy loss formalism [61, 62] .
In Eq. (1), the information of the QGP medium is encoded in the jet transport parameters:ê for longitudinal momentum (energy) loss andq for transverse momentum broadening. In this work, we relateq to the local temperature T and flow four-velocity u of the QGP medium as follows [63] :
where T 0 is the initial temperature at the center of the QGP medium in most central 0-10% collisions, p µ is the four-momentum of the propagating parton, and the factor p · u/p 0 is to account for flow effect in a nonstatic medium [64] . The transport parametersq for quarks and gluons are connected by the Casimir color factorŝ q gluon /q quark = C A /C F , and we also assume the relation,q = 4Tê [65, 66] . Accordingly, only one transport coefficient (which we chooseq 0 for quarks) governs the sizes of all medium effects in Eq. (1), and is tuned to describe one set of jet quenching observables. In the current study, we only include the interaction of jet with the medium in QGP phase, and the small medium effect in hadronic phase is neglected, i.e., the jet-medium interaction is turned off when the local medium temperature is lower than T c = 160 MeV.
Equation (1) not only describes the evolution of the jet shower partons, but also determines the energy and momentum exchange between the shower partons with the QGP medium. The QGP medium will respond hydrodynamically to the energy and momentum deposited by the jet shower, and collective flow can be excited along with the jet propagation. In our coupled jet-fluid model, we describe the space-time evolution of the expanding QGP fluid together with the jet-induced flow by solving the hydrodynamic equation with source term:
where T µν fluid is the energy-momentum tensor of the medium fluid, and J ν is the source term to describe the four dimensional energy-momentum density deposited by the jet shower. In this study, we model the QGP as an ideal fluid in local equilibrium and assume that the energy and momentum deposited by the jet are instantaneously thermalized. Then the source term may be constructed as follows [51] :
where φ i is the azimuth angle with respect to the jet axis. Currently in our model, finite viscosities of the medium fluid, which are essential for more precise description of the collectivity in heavy-ion collisions, are not implemented yet [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] . They may affect the structural development of the jet-induced flow, e.g., the finite shear viscosity smears out the jet-induced shockwave [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] . These aspects will be explored in future work. In our coupled jet-fluid model, Eq. (3) is numerically solved in the (3 + 1)-dimensional relativistic τ -η s coordinates with the source term given by Eq. (4), which is constructed from the solutions of the jet-shower transport equations (1) . We set up the initial condition of the medium fluid at τ = 0.6 fm/c by applying the optical Glauber+the modified BGK model [78] . The parameters in the initial condition model for Pb+Pb collisions at 2.76 ATeV and at 5.02 ATeV are chosen to reproduce the pseudorapidity density distribution for charged particles measured by the ALICE Collaboration [79, 80] . Here, we do not consider the geometrical fluctuation of the nucleons and their internal structures in the incident heavy ions to reduce computational cost. These eventby-event fluctuation effects on the initial condition for the medium in principle can affect the jet shower evolution and the medium response to it, and will be investigated in detail in the future. For the equation of state of the medium fluid, we employ the parameterizations of the lattice QCD calculation in Ref. [81] . Along with the hydrodynamic expansion, the medium fluid cools down and eventually turns from QGP to hadronic matter according to the equation of state. The evolution of the hadronic matter fluid stops when the freeze-out is accomplished. In this study, we assume the isothermal freeze-out and set the freeze-out temperature T FO = 140 GeV.
After finishing the in-medium evolution of the partons in jet shower according to Eq. (1), we obtain their contribution to the transverse momentum of the reconstructed jet with a given cone size R as follows:
where the subscript R means that the integral is taken with the constraint, k i,⊥ /ω i < R. In our coupled jet-fluid model, hadron spectra from the medium with the hydrodynamic medium response are obtained via the CooperFrye formula [82] as in the conventional hydrodynamic models (further details are found in Ref. [51] ). The pure contribution from hydrodynamic medium response is estimated by subtracting out the hadron spectra of the background medium (without jet propagation):
To construct the jet including hydrodynamic medium response effect, the contribution of d∆N hydro /d 3 p is added to the parton shower part in Eq. (5):
where the integral for the medium response part is taken
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the results of full jet observables from the numerical simulations of Pb+Pb collisions at 2.76 ATeV and at 5.02 ATeV using our coupled jetfluid model. In the simulations, the jet production points in the transverse plane η s = 0 are generated according to the distributions of the binary nucleon-nucleon collisions calculated by using a Glauber model simulation [84, 85] . The initial jet spectrum is obtained via PYTHIA simulation [86] , and the FASTJET [87] package is employed for full jet reconstruction in PYTHIA. The jets are assumed to be created at t = 0 and free-stream without interaction until the thermalization proper time of the QGP, τ = 0.6 fm/c. Then, the jet shower and the QGP fluid interact with each other and evolve according to the jet shower transport equations (1) and the hydrodynamic equations with source terms (3).
To solve the coupled differential transport equations (1) for jet shower evolution, the initial conditions for quark and gluon three-dimensional momentum distribution have to be provided. We generate them using PYTHIA [88] with a parameter set tuned to reproduce the jet shape function in p+p collisions. The jet shape function is the radial direction distribution of the transverse momentum inside jet and defined as follows:
where
δr is the bin size, and the sum over i runs over constituents of the full jets. Figure 1 shows the baseline of the jet shape function obtained from the PYTHIA simulations, compared to the experimental data in p+p collisions measured by the CMS Collaboration [25, 83] . One can see that the jet shape function for jets with p T > 100 GeV at 2.76 TeV p+p collisions is steeper than that at 5.02 TeV. Such collision energy dependence of the initial jet shape can lead to some difference between the medium modifications of jet shapes in Pb+Pb collisions at 2.76 ATeV and 5.02 ATeV, which is illustrated in a later subsection.
A. Jet RAA
We first fix the parameterq 0 in our model by comparison with the measurements of nuclear modification factor R AA of single inclusive jet spectra, defined as:
where N coll is the average number of binary nucleonnucleon collisions in a given centrality class, N AA jet is the number of jets in nucleus-nucleus collisions, and N pp jet is that in p+p collisions. Figure 2 shows our results for single inclusive jet R AA in Pb+Pb collisions at 5.02 ATeV with different jet cone sizes, compared with the experimental data from the ALICE Collaboration [89] . Our full results with hydrodynamic medium response effect agree reasonably with the data within the experimental errors. Here, we set q 0 = 1.8 GeV 2 /fm for quarks, and use this value for Pb+Pb collisions at 5.02 ATeV throughout this paper. As a general feature, one can see that the inclusion of the hydrodynamic medium response effect rises the value of R AA , which is simply because some part of energy lost by the parton shower is now recovered. Also, a clear jet cone size dependence is observed after the inclusion of the hydrodynamic medium response effect. A particularly interesting feature is that while most of the energy in the shower part is well collimated and can be captured by a narrow jet cone, the energy carried by the medium response effect spreads widely around the jet axis [51] . Thus, sizable energy can be gained from the medium response contribution when the jet cone size is increased. The same trend of the jet cone size dependence can also be seen in the ALICE data although the experimental error bars are still too large to draw a firm conclusion. Clearer jet cone size dependence can be seen in the ATLAS data in Fig. 3 which shows the ratios of the single inclusive R AA for jets with cone sizes R = 0.3-0.5 to that with R = 0.2 in Pb+Pb collisions at 2.76 ATeV. For the simulations of jet events in Pb+Pb collisions at 2.76 ATeV, we setq 0 = 1.7 GeV 2 /fm for quarks, which is obtained to reproduce the data for single inclusive jet R AA taken from the CMS Collaboration [91] in our previous work [51] . As shown by our calculation as well as the ATLAS data, when the contribution of the hydrodynamic medium response is taken into account, jet energy loss decreases when increasing the jet cone size. Such jet cone size dependence of jet energy loss and jet quenching has also been found in previous studies [27, 35, 51, 54] B. γ-jet asymmetry Jets tagged with an isolated photon, known as γ-jets, have been considered as one of the golden channels to study the jet quenching in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions [92, 93] . The photon does not interact with the medium, thus its transverse momentum is a good reference for the initial transverse momentum of the awayside jet (note that this equality is exact only at the leading order). Usually, the γ-jet momentum fraction X Jγ ≡ p jet T /p γ T is used to quantify the transverse momentum imbalance between the photons and away-side jets, and the in-medium jet energy loss manifests as the modification of its event distribution, (1/N Jγ )dN Jγ /dX Jγ . Figure 4 shows the nuclear modification of X Jγ dis- tribution in Pb+Pb collisions at 5.02 ATeV. Our model provides a reasonable description of the X Jγ distribution and its shift towards smaller X Jγ in Pb+Pb collisions due to the jet energy loss. It is noteworthy that the effect of hydrodynamic medium response in the X Jγ distribution is not as obvious as in the single inclusive jet R AA .
C. Jet shape
The single inclusive jet R AA and the nuclear modification of X Jγ distribution provide the information on the overall amount of jet energy loss. More detailed information about the medium modification on jet shower evolution and the medium response to jet transport can be obtained by studying the jet structure observables which are more sensitive to the details on the redistribution of the energy among the constituents of the jet after traversing the QGP medium. Jet shape function defined in Eq. (9) is one of common jet structure observables and describes the transverse energy profile of jets. Figure 5 shows the nuclear modification factor of jet shape function for inclusive jets in Pb+Pb collisions at 5.02 ATeV. One can see that our results for p jet T > 120 GeV both with and without the hydrodynamic response effect capture the typical features in the modification pattern measured by the CMS Collaboration: a dip around r ∼ 0.1 due to collimation of the inner hard core and an enhancement at large r indicating broadening of the soft tail part. The contribution from hydrodynamic medium response does not modify very much the jet shape at small r, but gives rise to a significant additional enhancement of the broadening at large r. All these features in jet shape modification are weaker in more peripheral collisions due to smaller size and lower temperature of the QGP medium. Our predictions on the jet shape modification for single inclusive jets with lower transverse momentum cut p jet T > 30 GeV show monotonic broadening behavior, which is drastically different from that for p jet T > 120 GeV. This transverse momentum dependence in jet shape modification has been predicted by our previous work [49] . Also, the effect of hydrodynamic medium response presents stronger enhancement at large r for jets with lower jet transverse momentum. Figure 6 shows the nuclear modification factor of jet shape function for γ-jets in Pb+Pb collisions at 5.02 ATeV. Our results for p jet T > 30 GeV show the monotonic increase as a function of r for the nuclear modification factor due to the broadening effect, which agrees reasonably well with the experimental data. It has been argued that the disappearance of the dip structure in γ-jets with p jet T > 30 GeV as compared to the inclusive jets with p jet T > 120 GeV (seen by the CMS Collaboration) is due to different parton flavor compositions (quark or gluons) and the flavor dependence of jet energy loss [47] . However, our results for γ-jets with p jet T > 120 GeV also have a clear dip structure, which is similar to single inclusive jets with p jet T > 120 GeV. This indicates that whether the dip appears or not is more determined by jet transverse momenta. Jets usually consist of a hard inner core and soft outer part. For higher energy jets, although the outer soft part can be easily changed by the QGP medium, the inner core is hard to modify. This picture naturally explains the dip structure at intermediate r (i.e., enhancement at both small and large r) in the nuclear modification factor of jet shape function. However, for lower energy jets, the inner core can be also modified by the QGP medium, which leads to the energy flow from inner to outer parts of the jet, thus the nuclear modification of jet shape function increases monotonically as a function of r.
To illustrate that the modification pattern of jet shape mainly depends on the jet transverse momentum rather than jet flavor, we show in Fig. 7 the nuclear modification factors of jet shape functions separately for quark jets and gluon jets. One can see that the jet shape modification patterns are almost the same for quark jets and gluon jets. For large transverse momentum jets, one can see both the collimation of the jet at small r and the broadening of the jet at large r. For low transverse momentum jets, the monotonic broadening behavior is observed. These features are similar to both inclusive jets and γ-jets.
We finally present the collision energy dependence of the jet shape modification for central Pb+Pb collisions in Fig. 8 . While the basic trends of the jet shape modification are the same at both 2.76 ATeV and 5.02 ATeV, there is sizable difference in large r region. Since jets produced at 5.02 ATeV are broader than at 2.76 ATeV (see Fig. 1 ), we find smaller broadening effect at larger r for Pb+Pb collisions at 5.02 ATeV.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have studied the full jet modifications in Pb+Pb collisions at 2.76 ATeV and 5.02 ATeV using our coupled jet-fluid model. The evolution of parton shower in the QGP medium is described by a set of coupled differential transport equations for the threedimensional momentum distributions of shower partons in the jet. The collisional energy loss, transverse momentum broadening, and medium-induced partonic radiation are taken into account for both leading and radiated partons. The space-time evolution of the energy and momentum deposited by parton shower to the medium, together with the evolution of the bulk medium, is described by the relativistic ideal hydrodynamic equation with source term. The source term represents the energy-momentum transfer from the parton shower to the medium, and is constructed from the solutions of the parton shower transport equations. Our final jets include the contributions from both hard jet shower part and soft medium response effect, the later is obtained via the Cooper-Frye formula after subtracting the background (without jet).
Based on the simulations with the coupled jet-fluid model, we have calculated various full jet observables for single inclusive jets and γ-jets. For the single inclusive jet R AA , we saw the sizable contribution from the hydrodynamic medium response, which partially compensates the energy loss of the jet shower. In particular, we find remarkable jet cone size dependence due to the hydrodynamic medium response. The jet cone size dependence in jet R AA can indeed be seen in experimental measurements in Pb+Pb collisions at 5.02 ATeV by ALICE and at 2.76 ATeV by ATLAS, which can be well described by our full model calculations. Our calculation for the γ-jet asymmetry distribution at 5.02 ATeV also agrees with the CMS data, and we find that the medium response effect gives small contribution to γ-jet asymmetry.
We have also presented a systematic study on the nuclear modification of jet shape function for different jets flavors, jet transverse momentum cuts and collision energies. In all cases, the hydrodynamic response effect contributes additional jet broadening in the large-r region (r > 0.15-0.25). Our study shows that the overall pattern of the jet shape modification is sensitive to jet transverse momenta. For large jet transverse momentum (p jet T > 120), the nuclear modification factor of jet shape has a clear dip structure due to the collimation around the inner hard core of jet and the enhancement at larger r due to the broadening effect. However, for small jet transverse momentum (p jet T > 30 GeV), we observe the monotonic broadening behavior for inclusive jets, γ-jets, quark-initiated jets and gluon-initiated jets. Our model calculations can reasonably describe the experimental data for both inclusive jets with p jet T > 120 GeV [83] and γ-jets with p jet T > 30 GeV. Our result may be tested by further experimental analysis with different jet transverse momentum cuts, in particular, using lower p jet T cut for inclusive jets and higher p jet T cut for γ-jets.
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